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NOWLEDGE-BASED DESIGN INtegrates a broad range of highly specialized knowledge from expert sources to synthesize or refine a design. Knowledge-based design systems automate at least some of these knowledge sources. However, the constant evolution of standards, technologies, and a dynamic marketplace demands a high degree of adaptability in both design expertise and in the process of applying that expertise. The need for diverse, highly sophisticated, and rapidly changing skills and knowledge makes the multiagent paradigm particularly appropriate for knowledge-based design. As researchers apply multiagent technologies to design domains, challenges include supporting interoperability among heterogeneous agents on diverse platforms, coordinating the design process, and managing conflict. This article surveys the state of the art in multiagent systems, through examples of projects and techniques, and then presents several questions that elicit the requirements and goals of a proposed multiagent design application. When we view these requirements in the context of the survey, the picture that emerges is that of an excellent fit between a complex domain and a promising technology. Organizations of collaborating expert agents provide the flex-
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THE EMERGING TECHNOLOGY OF MULTIAGENT SYSTEMS PROMISES MODULAR, HIGHLY SPECIALIZED DOMAIN EXPERTISE FOR RESEARCHERS WORKING ON KNOWLEDGE-BASED DESIGN.



ibility and range needed for design, but developing techniques for effective collaboration is the key to multiagent design becoming a breakthrough technology.



Agent technologies Software agents represent a relatively new computational technology and are not yet well-defined; in fact, one of the most hotly debated issues in the agent research community is the definition of agency. Although there is no clear definition of what an agent is, the term has captured the imagination of the media and has recently been suggested as the solution to any number of problems. This attention is unfortunate in some ways, because it tends to create unrealistic expectations, a situation suffered by AI in the past. However, it has led to a flurry of important and innovative work that promises to overcome many of the barriers 0885-9000/97/$10.00 © 1997 IEEE



that stand in the way of effective collaborative computational systems. Examples of agent-related projects and industrial and academic research groups that are exploring agent mechanisms can be found on Web sites such as AgentWeb (maintained by Tim Finin at the University of Maryland, Baltimore; http://www.cs.umbc.edu/agents) and the AI in Design Webliography (maintained by David Brown at Worcester Polytechnic Institute; http://www.cs.wpi.edu/ Research/aidg/AIinD-hotlist.html). We can broadly categorize agent research as collaborative agent systems, personal assistants, or mobile agents. Collaborative agent systems. One area of agent technology that is particularly relevant to design involves integrating heterogeneous, semiautonomous knowledge-based software components into coordinated applications. Many of the existing research and development efforts in computational design focus IEEE EXPERT
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on automating particular aspects of the design process. Numerous design tools (for example, solid modeling, simulation, visualization, and analysis aids) are available as commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products, and new generations of these tools are currently under development in industrial and academic laboratories. Although these tools are heavily used, they represent islands of automation in environments that are otherwise manually integrated. Moving beyond the islands-of-automation perspective to fully integrated and coordinated applications is currently the focus of considerable effort. This includes developing interoperability standards and methods so that information can flow seamlessly throughout an application across heterogeneous machines, computing platforms, programming languages, and data and process representations. Other work in progress involves developing infrastructures, theories, and protocols for coordinating a design system’s various components and negotiating trade-offs among the constraints of diverse specialists. Developing software tools that help human designers understand, participate in, and keep abreast of design changes and events is also extremely important. The current research in collaborative agent systems has roots in several other areas, including cooperative distributed problem solving, computer-supported cooperative work, concurrent engineering, and constraintbased reasoning. Personal assistants. Personal assistants are software agents that in some way help a user manage information and tasks. They include adaptive interfaces that guide a user in performing tasks; software components that autonomously represent a user in scheduling, purchasing, or other endeavors; Webbased search engines that collect requested information for a user; and mail agents that route or filter messages. Personal-assistant technologies are likely to significantly improve design systems, because design typically requires managing huge amounts of information; coordinating many different resources; and integrating multiple, potentially inconsistent, sources of expertise. Mobile agents. Instead of collecting information from external sources to process at a local host, mobile agents transport themselves to a remote host to process the information. There are obvious advantages to this when the amount of data that would have to be transMARCH–APRIL 1997



ported eclipses the amount of code required to perform the reasoning or when the amount of processing time available at the local host is limited. The literature tends to treat mobility as a separate area, because it has a unique set of issues. These include ensuring security at the remote host, providing sufficient computational efficiency, and billing the local host for the computational resources used. Although several problems are still unresolved, agent mobility will no doubt considerably affect the future of computing. This article takes the broadest possible view of agency: any relatively autonomous software component that can communicate



ONE OF THE PRIMARY ARGUMENTS FOR MADS TECHNOLOGY IS ITS POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE AND REUSE.



with humans or other software components and that contributes expertise to the design process is a candidate agent, whether that component is representing a user, assisting a user, or autonomously performing some design task. However, the article’s primary focus is not on agents per se, but rather on multiagent systems.



Multiagent design systems Design applications that incorporate software agents are multiagent design systems (MADS). Complex design applications generally combine automated software components with human decision-makers, making it imperative to provide support for both human and computational participants in the design process. Personal-assistant agents provide the necessary support for keeping humans in the loop, and collaborative-agent systems technology offers an appealing framework for combining diverse sources and types of information and reasoning. The



challenge, of course, is to move from an appealing framework to an effective application. What are some of the concrete advantages of using MADS? What is it about the design domain that makes the multiagent paradigm particularly apropos? One of the primary arguments for MADS technology is its potential for improving software maintenance and reuse. Software maintenance and reuse. Software maintenance is a difficult problem in a complex and dynamic domain such as design. Traditionally, software maintenance consumes 50 to 80% of an application’s lifecycle cost. In some cases, maintenance costs cannot be separated from development costs: software development continues until the application basically becomes obsolete. Design, in particular, is characterized by a constant evolution of software tools and techniques and by the need to respond rapidly to changes in the market and industry. For example, in engineering design, new design software is always available, standards for interoperability of software are evolving rapidly, the market is highly dynamic, and the pressure to shorten time-to-market for new products is tremendous. Multiagent systems are very appropriate for this type of quickly changing domain. Each agent embodies a particular functionality and is generally considered to be a semiautonomous entity with a well-defined application program interface. (An API is a specification of the input/output requirements and characteristics of an application program that lets a programmer use the application without any knowledge of its internal structure.) Because agent boundaries provide well-specified and separable interfaces, it is possible to modify or replace an agent or to change the makeup of the agent set without propagating those changes throughout the internal structures of other agents. Therefore, the biggest gains from MADS technology are likely to accumulate over time, as applications grow and change in response to the needs of design projects, markets, and the availability of new technologies and tools. In addition to providing a modular, flexible application-development environment, multiagent systems facilitate the reuse of software components in multiple applications. Several MADS development efforts have embedded existing legacy and COTS software components into integrated applications, using encapsulation techniques to provide the 19
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appropriate application interfaces.1–3 There are clear advantages to software reuse in design, because design integrates several specialty areas. Rather than developing components for areas outside a particular application designer’s expertise, it is a better use of both financial and knowledge resources to import that expertise in the form of existing software. Furthermore, many of the potential agents in an application provide specific utilities (a graphical environment package, for example) that are application-independent. Managing information flow. Interoperability, the ability to share data and process information among heterogeneous software components, is an area of active research. Although this article focuses on multiagent systems, researchers have done considerable, closely related work on distributed-object systems that also addresses interoperability. Therefore, for the purposes of this discussion, I will use the term software component to mean either an object or an agent. Supporting interoperability requires several levels of mechanisms. The first level involves developing information- and process-representation standards that cross programming-language and operating-system boundaries. This approach is evident in data representation standards such as PDES/STEP and Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF), and the development of ontologies for specific domains such as the engineering-requirements ontology proposed by Jinxin Lin, Mark Fox, and Taner Bilgic.4 (STEP, the Standard for the Exchange of Product model data, is an international standard for computer-interpretable representation and exchange of product data. PDES, Product Data Exchange using STEP, is an effort coordinated by the National Institute of Standards and Technology to develop STEP and promote its use as an ISO standard.) In addition to requiring domain-level information and process representation standards, interoperability requires a language for the communication process itself: for example, there must be a way to designate where a message is going and to specify what action the recipient should take. The use of an interfacespecification language (for instance, Corba’s Interface Definition Language), or an agent communication language (for example, Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language5), provides the representational basis for communication. These languages can be used in conjunction with a specific datarepresentation language (for example, 20



KQML and KIF are often combined). Alternatively, if compliance with a data standard is not always feasible for every component, an encapsulation mechanism can supply the necessary translation services for data entering or exiting a specific component. Once we’ve established a communication language, communication interoperability requires system support to ensure that it is appropriately interpreted—that is, messages get to their destinations, and the components can initiate actions as necessary. The simplest approach from a system-services perspective is to require all components to know exactly where to send messages and what to do with received messages. Unfortunately,



MADS CAN SUPPORT TACTICAL REASONING DURING DESIGN, A CAPABILITY THAT IS PIVOTAL TO THE EFFICIENT GENERATION OF HIGHQUALITY SOLUTIONS.



this approach places the entire burden of system-level programming on the component developers and leaves the application as a whole very brittle. Most approaches, therefore, move at least some of this expertise either into services provided by the architectural framework or into specialized system components. Various mechanisms are available so that agents can communicate without having to know detailed address information about the other agents with which they will potentially interact. For example, distributed object managers such as Corba, OLE, and OpenDoc make it possible to send messages without knowing the recipient’s physical location. The Macintosh Publish and Subscribe mechanisms and software buses such as Sun Microsystems’ ToolTalk provide automated services that let messages be forwarded and answers returned without any physicallocation knowledge in the components. More sophisticated component managers allow dynamic and abstract references to



message recipients. For example, systemlevel services that have been developed for Corba enable dynamic linking at runtime to either a named object (the naming service) or an object that provides a particular functionality (the trader service).6 Similarly, the facilitators in a federation system such as the Palo Alto Collaborative Testbed (PACT),1 or the control shell in a blackboard system, provide very sophisticated knowledge-based routing and control capabilities that can support autonomous interaction based on message content. Data standards, communication standards, and system-services approaches are complementary and, together, provide a range of support for interoperability. We can characterize the current state of the art by saying that interoperability in any given application is feasible; however, it generally requires an application-specific, one-of-a-kind solution. The goal of the design community is to make this process easier and less specialized— through generic representations, interfaces, and services, and through support for the application developer. Managing the design process. Much of the work in building MADS applications has focused on sharing information and data among agents. However, it is equally important that agents coordinate their activities during the design process to produce quality designs and to effectively use resources. MADS can support tactical reasoning during design, a capability that is pivotal to the efficient generation of high-quality solutions. Many traditional design applications have used a sequential model of design generation, which breaks the design task into subtasks that are serially executed in a prespecified pattern. As execution of the application proceeds and partial results become available, the control model is able to detect data dependencies and conflicts among the subtasks. Using this information, it revises decisions and repeats sequences of subtasks. This model has successfully handled routine and semicustom design, because extensive experience with the model has led to standard strategies for particular applications. However, sequential design is brittle and inflexible and often requires numerous iterations through what can be an expensive and time-consuming set of steps. These issues often severely limit the number of design alternatives that can be examined. In contrast, concurrent IEEE EXPERT
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Coordination mechanisms Sequential and concurrent design each require an explicit strategy to coordinate and efficiently use expertise and resources. I now discuss a sample of coordination mechanisms that have been applied to MADS applications.



reevaluate their design choices in the current context or to adjust scheduled tasks. Coordination knowledge resides in a distinguished agent that implements the formal design model.



Narrowing the search space Modeling markets Most multiagent design strategies use some variation of a point-bypoint algorithm: One agent proposes a specific design (a point) in its local space, and other agents incrementally extend, analyze, and critique it. Multiple paths can be explored simultaneously, and multiple agents can explore an existing path, but the path itself is represented by a series of design points. Instead of this approach, the Automated Configuration-Design Service (ACDS) uses an attribute space to represent the entire space of potential designs.3 It then narrows the space by simultaneously applying constraints and preferences until only feasible designs remain.



Market-based control uses the notion of an economic system to provide a rational basis for coordinating the design process. Michael Wellman suggests the application of general equilibrium theory to a class of distributed configuration-design problems, using the Walrus computational market-price system.1 This framework maps the design problem’s artifacts, attributes, constraints, functions, and utilities to concepts in computational economies of producer and consumer agents. These agents then iteratively bid so as to maximize utility or profit. The market model paradigm is limited in that it can represent only a small subclass of configuration-design problems and, within this class, most problems do not fit the conditions that would guarantee optimality. (However, none of the search models presented guarantee general solution optimality; hence, lack of guaranteed optimality is not a weakness that is unique to this paradigm.) The market paradigm incorporates heavily researched economic theories that provide a solid foundation for analysis of decentralized coordination and global evaluation of local search. Additionally, the bidding process used in the approach provides a compact mechanism for information exchange that imposes minimal communication requirements. Extensions such as the addition of constraint-reasoning techniques can potentially expand the set of solvable problems yet maintain much of the approach’s power.



The Team Distributed Search model views agents as implementing the operators of state-based search algorithms, where states are defined by characteristics of emerging designs and executing strategies.4 The model is presented in the context of a steam condenser’s parametric design. TEAM explicitly models both the design objects and the design strategy. Assignment of strategy operators to agents occurs at design time, letting TEAM dynamically apply various control strategies in an application. TEAM is therefore less a model of a specific design strategy than an environment in which to program a collection of design strategies.



Tracking pareto optimality
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Charles Petrie, Teresa Webster, and Mark Cutkosky present Redux, a dependency-directed backtracking coordination model based on tracking pareto optimality through a set of design alternatives.2 They describe the model in the context of the design of an electrical cable harness for a complex artifact such as an airplane. Redux evaluates each alternative design with respect to known constraints and local objectives. If an alternative cannot improve with respect to any one objective without diminishing value in some other, it is pareto-optimal. Because the design domain is highly dynamic in nature, the goals and constraints of a problem frequently change during the course of the design process as the problem itself becomes better understood or as external events reshape the environment in some way. By noting situations where these changes cause a loss of pareto optimality in an emerging design, Redux can notify relevant agents that might need to



design tries to address these problems by detecting and considering downstream constraints and conflicts early in the design process and by performing subtasks simultaneously to the greatest degree possible. However, making concurrent design effective requires considerable control expertise to determine an appropriate subtask structure, assign subtasks to agents, and develop and refine plans for achieving the tasks that support both constraint propagation and concurrency where possible. Coordination expertise is necessary to ensure that MARCH–APRIL 1997
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• information flows smoothly among the agents, • results are available when and where they are needed, and • the relationships among the subtasks are exploited whenever possible to achieve the highest-quality solutions with the least amount of overall effort. The theoretical basis for ordering and coordinating the application of expertise in large-scale design projects is weak. Consequently, many issues remain about how



best to optimize the resources represented in an application. This problem is not confined to computational systems and is an area of active research in several scientific communities. The advent of multiagent systems might provide a measurable empirical testbed for exploring theories of control and coordination across interacting agents; therefore, this advent might prove to be a great benefit from a scientific perspective, as well as from a commercial one. (See the “Coordination mechanisms” sidebar.) 21
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Managing conflict. One of the things that makes MADS so attractive is that we can change or reorganize the agent set in response to new technologies or unanticipated requirements. However, this flexibility makes it impossible to eliminate conflict through knowledge engineering: we cannot engineer an agent at design or implementation time to be in agreement with all other potential future agents (which may not even be imagined yet). Therefore, dynamic conflict management is an inherent requirement in MADS. MADS are generally globally cooperative—that is, agents must achieve a successful global design, even when it leads to suboptimal local designs. However, conflict can appear even in the most cooperative situations, and so must be addressed for effective integration. Potential sources of conflict include • incorrect information or knowledge, • incomplete knowledge that leads to conflicting assumptions, • inconsistent beliefs, • different criteria for evaluating alternative designs, • different reasoning mechanisms, and • interacting resource requirements. A MADS application might include several different conflict-management techniques, and the MADS designer must determine where the conflict-management expertise will reside. It may reside in individual domain agents, in the architecture’s control mechanisms, in separate conflict-management agents, or completely within human users’ control.



incomplete information, other types of conflict require different handling. Mark Klein suggests treating conflict as a first-class phenomenon, and then building a taxonomy of conflict types.8 Klein’s Cooperative Design Engine performs LAN design through agents having expertise in both an aspect of LAN design and in conflict resolution. The CDE arranges conflict types hierarchically in each agent, with more domain-specific types inheriting from higher-level generic ones. Associated with each conflict type is a specific piece of conflict-resolution advice. When a conflict is detected, an agent must determine its possible types, instantiate plans for resolving the conflict using the advice



AGENT SOURCES IN A COLLABORATIVE SYSTEM INCLUDE ENCAPSULATED TOOLS, NEWLY DESIGNED CUSTOM SOFTWARE, AND HUMAN COLLABORATORS.



associated with each type, and select and execute one of the plans. Negotiation. Techniques in this area include bargaining, restructuring, constraint relaxation, mediation, and arbitration. Much of the negotiation literature focuses on adversarial conflict: conflict that arises out of opposing self-interests. However, many negotiation mechanisms also apply in cooperative situations. For example, Keith Werkman has developed the Designer Fabricator Interpreter system,9 in which agents are design, manufacturing, and assembly experts that assist a human engineer by selecting and critiquing alternatives from a set of steel beam-tocolumn building-connection designs. The DFI system can employ both mediation and arbitration to resolve conflicts among agents.



Conflict avoidance. One of the best ways to manage conflict is to avoid it. This does not mean that an agent should ignore legitimate requirements to avoid confrontation. However, conflicts often stem from a lack of global perspective: what looks good to one agent can look very bad to another. Sharing information about local constraints, priorities, and preferences early in the design process is a powerful conflict-management technique that helps agents make locally appropriate decisions that are also globally viable, without requiring iterative design cycles.7 Conflict avoidance is one of the founding principles of concurrent engineering.



Issues in MADS development



Conflict classification. Although it is sometimes possible to avoid conflicts caused by



Developing a MADS application can be an intimidating experience: knowledge-
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based design is a complex task, and MADS development is still new enough that there is not an established body of experience or software support from which to draw. Fortunately, though, there is good news. First, MADS are being built, and the pools of collected experience and useful software are growing.2,3,10 Second, even if your project’s goals are fairly modest, the completed application is likely to be an improvement over what is otherwise available. For example, achieving interoperability among a set of heterogeneous legacy tools and being able to easily change that set is a reasonable goal. Although it does not address many of the more complex issues of MADS development, interoperation enables automated information flow among a set of tools—a huge gain if that information was formerly handled manually. In creating a MADS application, the developer must design both an agent set and a model of how agents will interact. There are numerous options for determining what agents should be included and for establishing an interaction model. These options are often constrained by previous decisions, existing software or hardware requirements, or a particular research or development agenda. MADS agent characteristics. Agent sources in a collaborative system include encapsulated legacy and commercial tools, newly designed custom software, and human collaborators. The questions below draw attention to specific characteristics of agents that are important for planning the agent set’s makeup and determining the capabilities that the agents—or their interfaces—will need to enable coherent and effective collaboration. Agent sources in a collaborative system include encapsulated tools, newly designed custom software, and human collaborators. The following categories and the related questions draw attention to specific characteristics of agents. These characteristics are important for planning the agent set’s makeup and determining the capabilities that the agents—or their interfaces—will need to enable coherent and effective collaboration. Expertise. How large is the grain size of knowledge represented by an agent? Very small grain sizes might indicate the need to consolidate multiple agents. Does an agent provide domain expertise, or does it represent metaknowledge used to control or manage some aspect of the application or enterIEEE EXPERT
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prise? Is the expertise generic enough for multiple applications? Can the agent interact as it is executing, or does it run to completion as a single invocation before communicating? If it can interact during execution, what does it do when it gets information that is somehow problematic to its internal processing? Interoperability. Is this agent to be customwritten for the application, or does it include COTS software or company-developed legacy code? What representation, translation, programming language, operating system, and hardware capabilities are required to embed the agent into the application? Motivation. Will this agent be internally motivated by some representation of selfinterest, or is it to be externally controlled? If it is internally motivated, how does it represent self-interest, and how can we integrate this into the application’s control framework (for example, if it is motivated by some model of economic gain, do all agents share its model)? Must the agent manage its own behavior by planning and executing tasks? Does it expect other agents to act in its behalf, or does it perform services for other humans or agents? If so, how is this relationship defined—for example, through authority relationships, monetary rewards, and so on? Does the agent interact cooperatively? Competitively? Are the agent’s interactions with humans and other agents proactive or reactive? How does the agent balance the satisfaction of local goals and constraints with the need to also satisfy system-level objectives? Abstraction. How much does an agent need to know about the environment in which it is embedded? In making decisions, does it use information about other agents’ capabilities? To interact, does it need to know agent names, physical addresses, or other specific information? MADS application characteristics. For a multiagent application to provide the expected advantages of MADS development, the overall application’s design must be separate from the individual agents’ design. Application design focuses on the ways agents interact and the kind of support needed for automated interactions, coordination, and human participation in the design process. MARCH–APRIL 1997



The specific design application’s characteristics govern many of the choices in the development effort. The architecture must supply the underlying communication infrastructure for facilitating data exchange, a shared language and communication protocol, and a control infrastructure for ensuring that agents can execute at appropriate times. Obviously, the application infrastructure constrains the choice of agents, and vice versa. For example, an application involving humans and highly sophisticated agents that plan and coordinate their own tasks and manage their own information flow requires an infrastructure that primarily supports the flow of messages among the design partici-



CONCURRENT ACTIVITY INTRODUCES SEVERAL ISSUES ABOUT HOW TO MAINTAIN ENOUGH CONSISTENCY IN DATA AND SCHEDULING ACROSS THE AGENT SET FOR EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE. pants. In contrast, if agents are legacy tools with no innate concept of goal-directed or cooperative behavior—that is, isolated programs that operate only when directly called—the infrastructure needs to provide considerable functionality, which might include planning and scheduling tasks, invoking agents at appropriate times, and merging partial designs returned by the various agents. This functionality could either be embedded in a sophisticated architecture or provided by separate agents acting as controllers in a simpler architecture. The following categories of questions elicit the goals and requirements of an application as a prelude to its design. Knowing the questions is not quite as tidy as knowing the answers perhaps, but it does provide some design support while leaving room for creativity and innovation. Interoperability. How much agent heterogeneity do we anticipate? Will agents use different programming languages, represent data with different representation languages



and models, operate in different computing environments, rely on assumptions about the environment and one another, or understand messages from each other? Will the application need translation capabilities to enable interaction? If so, will those capabilities (and their application) be automated? Information flow. What kind of task dependencies will there be among agents, how closely must they work together, and how much information do they need to share? Can information move automatically from one agent to another, or will the application need some level of human intervention? Will the application store shared data and designs in a shared repository, or will it replicate this data in local databases as needed across the agent set? Will the architecture supply knowledge-based support for routing information to where it is needed, or will this knowledge be embedded in the agents? Short-term adaptability. If the application is to run continuously or for long periods of time, will agents need to connect and disconnect dynamically? For example, if a CAD tool is running on a dedicated machine, will other agents be able to connect as needed? Long-term adaptability. How stable is the application expected to be, once deployed? Should it be able to adapt easily to changes in the agent set, control policies, or technologies used? Any but the simplest design systems are likely to require considerable adaptability because of the design industry’s dynamic nature and the rapid changes in design-related technologies. Distribution. What degree of physical distribution will the application support: singleprocess, multiprocess, networked across homogeneous platforms, networked across heterogeneous platforms, Web-based? Concurrency. Should agent activity be concurrent and asynchronous? Although much routine design still uses sequential processing, the trend is to favor approaches such as concurrent engineering that enable earlier consideration of downstream requirements. However, concurrent activity introduces several issues about how to maintain enough consistency in data and scheduling across the agent set for effective performance. This raises some questions: How important is it for all agents to have up-to-date informa23
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Figure 1. An agent network.



tion? How will the application handle information updates? How will the application propagate important event notifications across the environment? What happens to partially completed design activities when potentially relevant changes occur in the environment? How will we merge multiple partial designs?



pating agents truthful and cooperative? What specific mechanisms will be available for conflict handling? Where does the responsibility for conflict management lie? Will shared information about conflict-management strategies and state be stored in a shared repository, or will it be replicated in local databases as needed across the agent set?



Strategic control. What kind of global strategy will control the design process? Will it include retrieval of existing designs, synthesis of new designs or design components, design analysis, constraint propagation, analogical reasoning, exploration of the design space, evaluation of alternative designs, and so on? How will we embed strategic control in the application to effectively realize the global strategy? Where does the responsibility for strategic control lie—distributed in the individual agents, distributed in the human users, centralized in a single agent or set of control agents, or embedded directly in the architecture? Are interactions planned, reactive, user-controlled, or mixed? Are interactions client-server, peer-to-peer, or some combination? Will shared information about control strategies be stored in a shared repository, or will it be replicated in local databases as needed across the agent set? How will potential design solutions be evaluated (by a single human or agent or by some or all humans and agents voting)? How will the application know when to terminate the search for alternative solutions (when is a design good enough)?



Infrastructure technology for MADS. The technology used to create the integrating infrastructure of a MADS application affects how much of the collaborative intelligence resides in support structures that are domainindependent and how much resides within the agents themselves. The choice of technology affects the degree of asynchronous, concurrent, or persistent activity that can occur; the way information is stored and shared; and how agents communicate. In a situation that mirrors the problems found in domain-level design, designing an agent community requires a very early commitment to many of the most important parameters, particularly in the choice of infrastructure technologies. Understanding the downstream ramifications of these early commitments at the time the decisions are made is often difficult. The following descriptions provide a brief overview of several alternative technologies that designers have employed to build infrastructures for MADS applications. This is not intended as a comprehensive list, nor does it provide much detail about the various choices. However, it does provide some level of differentiation on some of the larger issues. These infrastructure options all address the same basic set of issues as reflected in the



Conflict management. What kinds of conflicts might occur in the application? Are partici24



questions discussed earlier. Infrastructure mechanisms generally include some level of support for abstraction of agent names and physical addresses. Some allow contentbased routing of messages, and some let the routing intelligence be shifted out of individual agents into centralized routers. All must let information be shared; this includes a commitment to shared knowledge representations and communication protocols or translation mechanisms. Some infrastructure mechanisms store shared domain-level information centrally, and some distribute or duplicate such information throughout the agents’ local databases. Each technology has particular strengths: for a specific application, choosing the right technology involves matching requirements to capabilities. Agent networks. Figure 1 shows an agent network with two interacting local networks. In this type of agent framework, neither communication nor state knowledge is consolidated—each agent must know where and when messages should be sent, what other agents are available, and what capabilities other agents have. The Distributed Intelligent Design Environment is an example of a multiagent design system that uses an agent network.11 In DIDE, communication among agents within a local network takes place through ToolTalk; remote communication takes place through e-mail, using the ELM mail system. Each agent contains its own network interface, a communication interface, models of other agents, local expertise, and a model of current context. DIDE is specifically designed to allow dynamic changes in the agent set, and the openness of the agent-network approach is well-suited for this objective. However, embedding communication and control expertise in the agents themselves requires considerable duplication of information and knowledge across the agent set. Additionally, as the agent set becomes larger, a more hierarchical or centralized structure of the system-level knowledge about capabilities and context would likely enable more efficient communication and more effective coordination. Federations. Several large-scale engineering projects (for example, the Palo Alto Collaborative Testbed1) have used an infrastructure technology called a federation. A federation system has no explicit shared facility for storing active data; rather, the system stores all IEEE EXPERT
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data in local databases and handles updates and changes through message passing. Connectivity and message routing is handled by facilitators, special agents that can be programmed to implement various routing protocols.12 Facilitators act as repositories for knowledge about what information and services are available. When an agent needs a service, it communicates this to its facilitator, which matches the request to advertised capabilities of other agents (either locally or system-wide). Likewise, when an agent produces information that might be externally useful, it notifies its facilitator, which then matches the available information to agents that have indicated interest in that type of information. The matching process can take several forms, including forwarding messages to appropriate agents or establishing direct links between the sending and receiving agents. The facilitator model supports greater flexibility than direct communication, because agents do not need to know detailed agentset-specific information. A facilitator’s implementation might include several high-level system services (in addition to the contentbased routing service), including white pages,
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Figure 2. An agent federation.



yellow pages, direct communication, problem decomposition, translation, and monitoring. Figure 2 shows an agent federation. Agent-based blackboards. Agent-based blackboards, like federation systems, use grouping to manage agent interactions. However, several architectural features differentiate the two system types. As shown in Figure 3, each local group of agents shares a data repository that is
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provided specifically for the efficient storage and retrieval of active shared data. Along with design data, tactical control knowledge can be represented in the shared repository, enabling reasoning about how to proceed with the design process to share the same status and priority as reasoning about the design itself. Within an agent group, a control shell (analogous to the federation’s facilitator) notifies appropriate agents of rel-
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Figure 3. A distributed blackboard architecture. MARCH–APRIL 1997
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evant events. The control shell can be programmed to implement a wide range of coordination strategies. Neither agent groups nor agents within a group have to be physically colocated. Agents that are not physically colocated communicate through a network controller. With coauthors Scott Staley and Daniel Corkill, I present an example of a agent-based blackboard application in our description of a multiagent design project at Ford Motor Company.2



but the result might be to do the wrong thing for the wrong reason faster. The development of effective coordination and conflictmanagement models and techniques for collaboration is the crucial link required for a breakthrough technology.
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